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---- Forwarded by Kathryn E Franks/ncd/cob on 05/20/201 O 09:05 AM -----

From: 
To: 
Date: 
Subject: 

Hi Katie -

Flip Breskin <flip@breskin.com> 
kfranks@cob.org 
05/20/2010 09:01 AM 
Elm I Northwest 

05/20/2010 09:05 AM 

I've heard from Sally Snow over on Elm about the proposed changes, 
and apparently the managers are Yeagers are really upset too. I've 
had letters from a couple cyclists who tell me that there has not 
been any follow-up study on Cornwall to see if traffic has or has not 
actually speeded up along that route, in spite of residents' 
perception that traffic is substantially faster. I am concerned that 
you would propose repeating the experiment without having evaluated 
the last one. 

It seems to me that bicyclists and residents are being set up to 
fight with one another when none of us benefits from faster 
traffic. What can we do? 

love/Fl!p 
360-671-4511 
2518 Cherry Street 
Bellingham WA 98225 
www.flip.breskin.com 



Katie: 

Fountain District Urban Plan 
Steven Choat to: kfranks 05/20/2010 04:14 PM 

Thank you for returning my call today. I apologize if my message was a little frantic. I 
received the mailing that you had sent out several weeks ago concerning this meeting. 
At that time, I had reviewed it but did not feel like there was any huge pressing need to 
attend. 
I mistakenly assumed this was concerning rezoning different blocks, height restrictions 

and infilling vacant lots. I did however, go on to the web site as instructed to research 
this issue in more depth but found the information confusing as most of it appeared to 
be in legal or technical jargon. At this time, I will try to go back in and review this 
closer. 

This afternoon I was alerted to the fact that eliminating parking and installing bike lanes 
along Elm Street was possibly going to be discussed. As an owner of not only a 
property but also a business along this portion of Elm Street I am very much opposed to 
this idea. We rely heavily on our customer's ability to gain access to our businesses 
via parking along Elm Street and to provide parking for home owners during evening 
hours. We already provide parking at the rear of our properties at a significant cost to 
us, but due to the nature of the foot print these provide minimal parking at best. Not 
having on street parking will cause a significant economic impact on not only existing 
businesses, but also the financial viability to further develop mix used properties in this 
specific area. 

This portion of Elm Street between Monroe and Broadway has become home to several 
professional offices. This has been a welcome addition to an area that had seen many 
of the fine older homes torn down, fall into disrepair due to neglect and/or become 
chopped up multi family dwellings. Having businesses renovate these properties does 
several things; cleans up the area, lowers crime, retains the areas historic properties 
and charm, and provides economic stimulus. Without parking in front of these 
businesses and access for their customers, these professional offices will be forced 
into relocating to already congested and overpriced industrial and medical parks. If the 
idea is to create an area that is both conducive to working, shopping and living then 
retaining the parking for this area is vital. 

Thank you for giving me the opportunity to voice my concerns regarding this matter. 

Steven Choat 
2319 Elm Street 







CNA Columbia Neighborhood Association• P.O. Box 921 Bellingham, Wash. 98227 

May20, 2010 

Planning and Development Commission 
City of Bellingham 
210 Lottie Street 
Bellingham, Washington 98226 

Dear Planning and Development Commission Members: 

Board members 2010: 
Mark Keller, President 

Frances Badgett, Vice President 
Todd Donovan, Secretary 

Denise Heritage, Treasurer 
Meredith Murray, MNAC Rep. 

Dan Dunne 
Clare Fogelsong 

Dean Martin 
Jill Macintyre Witt 

The Columbia Neighborhood Association is a longtime supporter of developing the Fountain 
District using urban village goals and standards. We are pleased to offer our support for and 
endorsement of the Fountain District Urban Village Plan as presented to the public on February 
18, 2010. Among the many positive elements of the plan, we are especially supportive of design 
standards and staggered setbacks that will improve the aesthetics of the commercial district while 
preserving the character of nearby residential properties. 

The plan provides a framework that we hope will support a stronger retail and commercial 
district, which will improve the quality oflife for the neighborhood. Greater residential density, 
where appropriate, will improve sustainability and provide a base of support for local businesses. 
The streetscape and other public realm improvements envisioned in the plan will encourage more 
pedestrian and bicycle traffic, mitigating pollution and traffic congestion. 

Although we support the plan in its current form, we would welcome greater residential density 
than the plan currently provides for, including buildings greater than 55 feet in height at the two 
sites in the study area that are currently limited only by the discretion of the planning director. 

We were pleased to be part of an open and inclusive planning process that included substantial 
public involvement and incorporated public comments and ideas into the plan. We look forward 
to working with the city to as we move to the implementation phase. 

;;~~ 
MarkKeller 
President, Columbia Neighborhood Association 

cc: Katie Franks, COB 



Elke Daugherty 
2715 Vallette St 
Bellingham, WA 98225 

Dear Planning Commission, 

I am a resident of the proposed Fountain District Urban Village. I have been pleased to see the 
interest in revitalizing the Meridian commercial corridor and the adjacent residential areas. The 
goals to create a more active, denser, and attractive center to the neighborhood are commendable. 
I firmly support the objectives of encouraging biking, providing attractive streetscaping, making 
over the Fountain park and placing design standards on new development. 

I participated in two of the public meetings regarding the Urban Village proposal - Focus Group 
meeting #3 and the February meeting at which the findings of the public meetings were 
presented. These meetings raised some concerns for me as a homeowner in the area. In the 
course of the two meetings I attended I heard a majority of dissenting opinions about the 
proposed heights for the core and the opportunity site at Haggen. The majority opinion of 
attendees appeared to be that 45 feet and 55 feet were too extreme for the context of the 
neighborhood. These views were captured in the summary of meeting comments which I 
encourage you to review. In addition the Power Point presentation from May 6, 2009 states that 
scale is a key concern for residents and even states that 2 or 3 stories is likely most appropriate. 
Yet, for some reason, 45 feet and 5 5 feet are now on the table. Questions raised about the 
impacts of the heights were not addressed at the two meetings I attended. 

Wondering if I was simply hearing a minority view at these meetings I decided to conduct a 
survey of the immediate neighborhood. I asked three questions: two about height preferences and 
one about housing preferences. I used the city's graphics provided on the Urban Village website 
to illustrate the Urban Village concepts and height proposals. 

A neighbor and I surveyed 47 households on Vallette, Peabody, North, Kulshan, and Jefferson 
Streets. The results were: 

Meridian Street Commercial Core: 
25ft- 30% 
35ft- 57% 
45ft- 13% 

Therefore 87% of the households surveyed wished to see commercial development remain at the 
current zoning of 35 ft or to be reduced. The primary concerns were loss of light, loss of views, 
increased traffic and increased parking demand. 

Opportunity Site (Haggen): 
25 ft- 27% 
35ft - 33% 
45ft- 27% 
55ft- 13% 

Therefore 60% of the households surveyed wished to see the zoning remain as is or be reduced in 
height. There appears to be some support for increased density at the Haggen site, however, not 
to the degree proposed by the city. 



Those surveyed expressed a strong feeling that our neighborhoods abutting Meridian are quiet 
and desirable single-family neighborhoods whose current character is worthy of protection and 
preservation. This seems to run counter to the definition in the city's staff reports that we live in 
a "residential transition zone" that abuts the single-family neighborhood. No, we are a single
family neighborhood. Commercial development therefore should be sensitive to the immediate 
neighborhood. We are not merely a buffer to the larger area. 

The pervasive preception of the neighborhood as a single-family neighborhood was supported in 
the survey results regarding housing preferences: 

64% approved of carriage houses 
57% approved of accessory dwelling units 
49% approved of cottages 
42% approved of duplexes 

This finding supports the notion that the so-called "transition zones" are single-family 
neighborhoods which prefer to remain so. The greater approval of carriage houses and ADUs 
was attributed to the perception of the units being better managed, subservient to the primary 
dwelling unit and more likely to be managed by an on-site owner. The majority of households 
surveyed did not support duplexes. 

Bellingham has been experiencing an increase in the number of rentals. The encouragement to 
redevelop house sites with duplexes exacerbates this. Do we want to supplant the few affordable 
homes with more rentals? The availability of affordable homes should be encouraged, not 
hindered. Moreover, affordable rentals will not be an issue because allowing ADUs and carriage 
house (supported by a majority of those polled) will increase housing supply. In addition, 
redevelopment of the commercial core to 35 feet adds 2 stories of residential development above 
new commercial development. In this context, preservation of our single-family neighborhood is 
not a NIMBY. ADUs and residential units associated with commercial development allow 
increased density while encouraging home ownership in one of Bellingham' s more affordable 
neighborhoods. 

Lot consolidation is inevitable with the proposed height changes. The heights and bulk can not 
be accommodated on most of the existing lots. Consolidation and extensive redevelopment may 
overwhelm the mom and pop businesses that exist today. Meridian is an attractive commercial 
location without massive buildings as evidenced by the recent arrival of Diamond Jim's, the 
Fountain Bistro, Keiko consignment shop, the bike shop, and the expansion of the music store. 
Expensive redevelopment may have precluded these uses. Furthermore, I would propose the 
development of a Design Review Commission in order to provide real oversight to the 
development that will occur. A voluntary committee may help to address this concern. 

Consider the realities of Meridian - it does not have the width to accommodate the height that is 
proposed. Page 28 of the plan shows a cross-section of Meridian. The height of the buildings 
shown is 3 5 feet or less. And this scale is appropriate. The picture on page 13 exhibiting what 
Meridian would look like with more intense development is not accurate. Meridian isn't as wide 
as the street shown in the picture nor does it have the lot size (without consolidation) to 
accommodate the setbacks for the trees shown. 

The plan states that it will support "small commerical businesses that maintain a neighborhood 
appropriate scale, as opposed to the more intense development allowed in Bellingham' s 



downtown ... " (p.15) Setting aside the issue of the untapped development opportunities 
downtown, 4 and 5 stories buildings are comparable to the existing and recent development 
downtown. How does this jibe with the concept of the "village"? 

In summary, the Urban Village plan is a wonderful idea that would greatly benefit our 
neighborhood and Bellingham, but there needs to be serious consideration of the concerns of the 
residents. I respectfully request that the Planning Commission incorporate the desires of the 
current residents and recommend approval of the plan with amendments to limit development to 
35 ft. and to limit the infill tool kit to ADUs and carriage houses. These amendments would help 
to preserve and strengthen our neighborhood. 

Attachments: 
I) Graphic of survey results (corridor) 
2) Graphic of survey results (Opportunity site) 
3) Example of survey 
4) PowerPoint of community wishes 
5) Summary of comments 
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Survey taker: 

Questionnaire for Residents of Fountain District (see attached map) 

Address: 

Name: 

Question 1: Are you aware of the City Planning Department proposal to reclassify this area to an 

Urban Village (see graphic 1 )? 

Question 2: If yes, have you attended any of the community meetings or made comments to staff 

regarding the Fountain District Urban Village proposal? 

Question 3 (relative to 4 images): 

3. The City is proposing a 45 foot height limit for the Urban Village commercial district. Which of 

the following building heights do you think is most appropriate for Meridian from Broadway to 

Illinois? 

o 25 feet 

o 35 feet (current zoning) 

D 45 feet 

o 55 feet 

4. The City is proposing a 55 foot height limit for two sites: Haggen and Restore. Which of the 

following building heights do you think is the appropriate height for these sites? 

o 25 feet 

D 35 feet 

o 45 feet 

o 55 feet 

5. The City has proposed several options for accessory residential development options. These 

include: carriage houses, duplexes, cottages, detached accessory units (ADU). Which options do 

you approve of? 

6. Are you interested in being contacted in order to attend Planning Commission meetings to 

discuss this issue or to provide comments on the SEPA process? 

(Optional) 7. Are you a renter or a homeowner? 

(Optional) Phone number: 



Preliminarv Land Use Recommendation: .. 

Uses: Allow a variety of commercial as seen today. 
Encourage upper story residential uses. 
Currently, a great mix of businesses to build from 
Bakery and Bookstore would be a great start 

Height: While many differing opinions, a lower-
scaled 3 story building form should be considered 71:o1vv'\ 
for most of the Core - study up to 4 stories if set 
back from alleys, height only to be exceeded in red 
areas"*" up to s stories. 

~ 



Generally defined as: 

Less concentration of commercial uses -
avoid commercial uses with noise and 
vehicular impacts 

Ground floor residential allowed but 
interface with the street is still important 
for pedestrian experience 

Lowering height limits may be 
appropriate to lessen the impact on the 
adjacent residential areas 

>t 

* 



Preliminary Land Use Recommendation: 
L 

Uses: Offices and services. You help us 
define. 

Height: A 2 to3 story building form 
should be considered for most of the 
Commercial Transition area - particularly 
along Elm and Monroe Streets - study up 
to 4 s_!ories along Broadway ---

* 



Public Comment 

Fountain District Urban Village 
Presentation of Draft Concepts Meeting 
February 18'h, 2010 

Topics of Comment: 

• Bike & Pedestrian Connections 
• Meridian Streetscape - Existing and Proposed 
• Elm Streetscape - Existing and Proposed 
• Proposed Land Use Areas 
• Residential Transition Areas 
• Current Zoning & Height Limits 
• Proposed Development Regulations for Commercial Core and Commercial Transition 

Areas 
• Additions & Modifications to Existing Buildings 
• Fountain Plaza Park Options 



Current Zoning & Height Limits 



Proposed Development Regulations for 
Commercial Core and Commercial Transition Areas 
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Dear Neighbors -
I am deeply concerned about Public Work's intention to take parking off Elm & Northwest. 
Doing this will speed up traffic and further endanger both pedestrians & the bicyclists it is 
supposed to protect. Remember the woman killed on her bicycle in a bike lane on Barkley a 
couple years ago. Anything that speeds up traffic through the city endangers us all. 

The following is a summary from people who have called me and from my own research in other 
cities. One big concern that I and others have is the proposal to take parking away from 
homes and businesses on Elm/Northwest. The Fountain Urban Village Plan states that more 
parking is needed and then in another place in the plan, there is a proposal to take parking 
away. 

It is critical for the success of the businesses and the liveability of the homes in the area 
to retain the "on street" curb 
parking. Unfortunately, we will have more 
speeding on Elm and Northwest if Public Works pushes ahead with removal of the parking. 

According to people on Cornwall, "They lost the calming effect that was created by the 
parked 
cars. Traffic speeds have now increased on 
Cornwall as a result of the removal of on street parking when the bike lanes were 
installed. Speeds on Cornwall now average 
between 30 MPH and 40 MPH in a posted 25 MPH limit where children are walking to school. 
Faster car traffic equals unsafe bicycling and concern for pedestrian safety." 

Other cities like Portland and San Francisco leave parking on the streets when it is needed 
by the surrounding businesses or residences and to slow down the traffic. 
-- See page 27 of the Portland Bicycle Plan 
"On Street Parking" is saved when "parking is essential for the adjacent land uses or to 
improve the Pedestrian environment") - I would hope that we all want to improve the 
pedestrian environment. 
-- San Francisco has been very successful in keeping traffic slower by retaining "on street 
parking". (I just spent 4 days there and spoke to officials.) 

"On street parking" slows down the 
without cars parked on the street. 
Alabama without a light? 

traffic. Most of us immediately go faster on streets 
Look at the speed on Alabama. Have you tried to cross 

There is a big concern about pedestrian safety, especially for children crossing the street 
on their way to school. There are two schools and another major school crossing on 
Elm/Northwest Street. If we want the Fountain Urban Village to be successful, it has to be 
accessible by pedestrians and have parking available for customers and residents. 

Public Works has tried in the past to increase the speed limit on Elm/Northwest and Meridian. 
There is NO proposal to take away parking in Fairhaven. Why are two areas of town 
being treated so differently? The "On Street 
Parking" is needed in Fairhaven .AND in the Fountain District. 

We should consider the safety of our pedestrians (especially our children and seniors) and 
the future of our homes and businesses by saving the parking on Elm/Northwest. 
Thank you, 
Louise Bjornson [former long-time Bellingham City Councilwoman] dale-louise@msn.com 
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Chamberlin Properties 

May 24, 2010 

Katie Franks 
210 Lottie St. 
Bellingham, WA 98225 

Dear Katie: 

PO Box 28121, Bellingham, WA 98228 

RECEIVED 
MAY 2 4 2010 

City of BeKingham 
Planning 

As you have done a great amount of work on the Fountain Plan, I submit this with humble apologies. 
I should have brought this forward much earlier. 

At the planning meeting I suggested that because of the same ownership and the ability to use the 
property in a more compatible way in the neighborhood, I requested that this one lot, 1911 J Street, 
be included in the CC use. I say more compatible because by having a larger footprint it is possible 
to do a better job of buffering CC from the other use. The staggered step of transition seems to also 
look friendlier instead of having a 100' step it is a series of 50' equal steps. The existing building 
setbacks are more compatible with CC than the other uses. 

I appreciate any and all considerations you can extend to this late request. 

Sincerely, 

Owner 

. . . ---·- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
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Re: Fwd: parking vs bike lane i;;;i 
Kathryn E Franks to: Flip Breskin 
Cc· Chris J Comeau, Kimberly A Brown, Tara J Sundin, Brian J Smart, 

· Kate Newell, Heather M Aven 

05/25/2010 10:07 AM 

Thank you for sending this Flip -- it looks like Mr. Pratt has a balanced and educated perspective on the 
issues. I'll look it over and am forwarding it to Chris Comeau and Kim Brown and the rest of the Fountain 
Team. 

I will also submit it as comment to the Planning Commissioners as part of the public comment record. 

Best regards, 

Katie 

Kathryn Franks 
Development Specialist II 
(360) 778-8388 
kfranks@cob.org 

City of Bellingham 
Planning and Community Development Department 
210 Lottie Street, City Hall 
Bellingham, WA 98225 
www.cob.org 

Flip Breskin 

From: 
To: 
Date: 
Subject: 

Hey Katie -

-- -- - -- - -

Hey Katie - This is GREAT! 

Flip Breskin <flip@breskin.com> 
kfranks@cob.org 
05/25/2010 08:52 AM 
Fwd: parking vs bike lane 

This is GREAT! 
See you tonight ... 
love/Fl!p 

>From: Harriet Holmgren <harrietandrob@fidalgo.net> 
>Subject: Fwd: parking vs bike lane 
>Date: Sun, 23 May 2010 19:45:54 -0700 
>To: Flip Breskin <flip@breskin.com> 
> 

05/25/201008:52:31 AM 

>Dear Flip, My father, Dick Pratt, is an international transportation 
>expert currently working on the "Traffic Engineer's Bible" more 
>formally known as TCRP (see first paragraph of his email). I asked 
>for his thoughts on the Elm, NW proposals. This was his response 
>including some great websites on "road diets" and other ways to make 
>roads safer for bikes. I thought the neighborhood my be interested 
>in this information. Feel free to edit as you see fit. I'm sorry I 1 m 
>too lazy to do that. - Harriet 
> 
>Begin forwarded message: 



> 
>>From: Dick Pratt <<mailto:rhpratt@his.com>rhpratt@his.com> 
>>Date: May 23, 2010 1:54:01 PM PDT 
>>To: Harriet Holmgren 
>><<mailto:harrietandrob@fidalgo.net>harrietandrob@fidalgo.net> 
>>Subject: Re: parking vs bike lane 
>> 
>>Dear Harriet, 
>> 
>>I'm sorry it has taken me almost two weeks to respond to this email 
>>about the bike lane proposal for Elm St. and Northwest Ave. I'm 
>>struggling to get Chapter 16, "Pedestrian and Bicycle Facilities" 
>>(of TCRP Report 95, "Traveler Response to Transportation System 
>>Changes" Handbook) done enough before we go to China for my 
>>workshops that it can be reviewed internally. I've also gotten 
>>myself involved in the startup of another Transportation Research 
>>Board project, "Estimating Bicycling and Walking for Planning and 
>>Project Development," that I felt professionally obligated to help 
>>with because of all we've been learning in the Chapter 16 
>>research. All this while we want to wrap up the consulting 
>>business this year and focus this August on our 50th wedding anniversary! 
>> 
>>The issues, as well as the local context, are quite interesting to 
>>me. In offering some relevant perspectives, I should also offer 
>>two caveats: 1) The Chapter 16 work I've been doing does not focus 
>>primarily on traffic engineering details or traffic safety, though 
>>we do offer an overview of the latter as it pertains to walking and 
>>cycling activity. 2) Though I'm generally familiar with 
>>Bellingham, I can't sit here and visualize all the details about 
>>the streets involved in this or related proposals. Also, I must 
>>admit I'm looking at a quite old bike map, as I just don't have 
>>time to find the rolled-up new version I bought at City Hall when 
>>we were out there last time. 
>> 
>>In offering hopefully useful perspectives, I will corrunent first on 
>>the bike lane issues raised by the Councilmernber in the commentary 
>>you forwarded. Then I will discuss options, especially relevant to 
>>the Elm Street section, and suggest a "bicycle boulevard" reference 
>>that should be helpful for general use. 
>> 
>>The Councilmernber speaks of a fatal accident "in a bike lane on 
>>Barkley a couple years ago." I do hope that Bellingham officials 
>>did a careful crash analysis and learned from the unfortunate 
>>event. I'm not personally familiar with the location. In general, 
>>bicycle lanes have improved cyclist safety over pre-existing 
>>conditions. I've never run across a study finding to the 
>>contrary. I have observed that certain of the Bellingham bike 
>>lanes seem quite narrow -- Marine drive west of Squalicum Creek comes to 
mind. 
>> 
>>There are several configurations used for bike lanes in conjunction 
>>with parking, but they of course require more street width than 
>>bike lanes without parking. The Pedestrian and Bicycle Information 
>>Center (PBIC) website at 
>><http://www.bicyclinginfo.org>www.bicyclinginfo.org might be a good 
>>place to search for alternative designs. Of interest might be a 
>>detailed analysis of shopping patterns and merchant perspectives 
>>done along Bloor St. in Toronto, which came to the conclusion that 
>>removing parking for bike lines and sidewalk widening would not, on 
>>balance, be a detriment and might well be a benefit to most 
>>businesses. That was, however, a much higher-density area with a 



>>lot of walk-in trade. 
>> 
>>Here in Garrett Park, you know we fought bike lanes in the 
>>reconstruction of MD 547 (Strathmore Avenue), but that was because 
>>they would have required more pavement, which in turn would have 
>>reduced front yards in a major way. The compromise bike route on a 
>>quiet street one block off (Oxford St.) seems to work well, though 
>>there simply isn't much bike trip demand anyway given the locations 
>>of potential destinations. Perhaps of more interest to the 
>>discussion at hand is that we still had to remove all parking on MD 
>>547, and despite that most Strathmore Ave. residents love the 
>>result compared to what they had before. 
>> 
>>The issue of bike lane effects on speeds is not one I can offer 
>>advice on other than to 1) agree that parking does have a traffic 
>>calming effect and 2) suggest that the possibility of introducing 
>>other traffic calming features should be looked into. Maybe 
>>traffic on Northwest Ave. is not so heavy but what the street could 
>>be put on a "road diet." For discussion and examples of road 
>>diets, see the The National Complete Streets Coalition website at 
>><http://www.completestreets.org>www.completestreets.org and also 
>>refer to the PBIC <http://www.pedbikeinfo.org>www.pedbikeinfo.org 
>>websites. Note also that "complete streets" (providing equal 
>>accommodation for pedestrians and bicyclists) has now become federal policy. 
>> 
>>I look at the map and don't see any good parallel routes that might 
>>be used as alternatives to Northwest Ave. Directness is important 
>>for cyclists, as is providing a level grade where possible, and 
>>Northwest Ave. offers both. Seeking a first class "complete 
>>streets" design with bicycle lanes is probably the way to go for 
>>the Northwest Ave. portion of the proposal. 
>> 
>>Elm St. is another matter. There are definitely parallel street 
>>options for Elm St., and to the extent that a parallel street 
>>option west of Elm St. is chosen, any such option would shorten the 
>>extent of bike lanes needed on Northwest Ave. within the Fountain 
>>District (though the proposed Fountain Urban Village certainly 
>>needs to be made cyclist-friendly) . Here is where the bicycle 
>>boulevard concept may be a solution. 
>> 
>>The Bicycle Boulevard concept was first applied in Palo Alto, CA, 
>>and since has been extensively used in Vancouver, BC, and Portland, 
>>OR. (Having lived in Maine I'm always very careful to define at 
>>least once which Portland I'm talking about!) A bicycle boulevard 
>>is essentially a (preferably) quiet street that has been traffic 
>>calmed in a manner designed to facilitate cycling (and preferably 
>>walking as well). Parking removal is not .required (except maybe 
>>for some localized traffic engineering solution) . A good general 
>>source of information on Bicycle Boulevards is "Fundamentals of 
>>BicYcle Boulevard Planning & Design" found at 
>><http://www.ibpi.usp.pdx.edu/guidebook.php> 
www.ibpi.usp.pdx.edu/guidebook.php. 
>> 
>>The work I've done for Chapter 16 indicates to me that they have a 
>>big future. Bicyclists (especially women and cyclists who are not 
>>in the "avid bicyclist" category) prefer bicycle boulevards and 
>>other quite streets. Research in Portland in which volunteers of 
>>all stripes took GIS devices on their bicycles for a week and 
>>recorded related trip information showed that bicylists whose 
>>shortest path is via a quiet street would not go out of their way 
>>to use a bike lane, although they would go 14% out of the way to 
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>>use a bicycle boulevard and 26% out of the way to use a paved 
>>off-road trail. (One can't be sure where Bellingham's 
>>chip-surfaced trails would come in.) Bicyclists whose shortest path 
>>is a moderate traffic street will, on average, go 31% out of the 
>>way to cycle via a bicycle lane, 45% out of the way to cycle via a 
>>bicycle boulevard, and 57% out of the way to cycle via a paved off-road 
trail. 
>> 
>>While the evidence is very thin and inferential, I suspect also 
>>that bicycle boulevards are more child-friendly and family-friendly 
>>than bike lanes. It's fairly evident, though the evidence again is 
>>thin, that children will not generally choose to use bike lanes. 
>> 
>>The findings from Portland present a strong argument, when 
>>selecting among on-road bicycle facility options, to choose a 
>>bicycle boulevard option whenever one is feasible and does not 
>>introduce substantial indirectness of routing. In the case of Elm 
>>St., either Elizabeth St. or Walnut St. would seem to be worthy of 
>>study as a bicycle boulevard alternative. Using Madison St. to 
>>connect to Broadway, either one could effectively link the Bancroft 
>>St./Clinton St. trail with Northwest Ave. bike lanes. Elizabeth 
>>St. would be the most direct connection (although is there a jog 
>>required at Connecticut St./Northwest Ave.?), while use of Walnut 
>>St. might be advantageous if continuation north to Victor St. or 
>>Maplewood Ave. and on to Meridian St. and Cornwall Park is desired. 
>> 
>>As an Elizabeth St. property owner, you will be interested that 
>>surveys on the SE Salmon St. bicycle boulevard in Portland asked 
>>residents if they enjoyed living on a bicycle boulevard, and found 
>>that 2 out of 3 survey respondents liked it "A lot," while only 1 
>>in 9 responded "Not at all." The remainder were indifferent or 
>>liked it "A little." One would guess that property values are not 
>>adversely affected, given that 18 percent of survey respondents 
>>indicated that bicycle boulevard status was a positive factor 
>>choosing to live on SE Salmon St. 
>> 
>>I hope this is helpful, Harriet, and that I'm not too late with the 
>>information. 
>> 
>>Love, 
>>Dad 

http://www.completestreets.org/ This is another interesting site 
my father sent. Blueprints for the future. - Harriet 

love/Fl!p 
360-671-4511 
2518 Cherry Street 
Bellingham WA 98225 
www.flip.breskin.com 
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Re: Elm Street Qt 
Kathryn E Franks to: Steven Choat, Heather M Aven 
Cc: Tara J Sundin 

Hi Steven, 

Thank you for your comment -- it will be forwarded to Planning Commissioners. 

Kathryn Franks 
Development Specialist II 
(360) 778-8388 
kfranks@cob.org 

City of Bellingham 
Planning and Community Development Department 
210 Lottie Street, City Hall 
Bellingham, WA 98225 
www.cob.org 

"Steven Choat" Katie: 

From: 
To: 
Date: 
Subject: 

Katie: 

"Steven Choat" <stevenchoat@gmail.com> 
<kfranks@cob.org> 
05/26/2010 11 :49 AM 
Elm Street 

05/26/2010 12:51 PM 

05/26/2010 11 :49:25 AM 

I talked with you briefly last week about the parking issue along Elm Street and followed 
that up with a Jetter to be given to the planning commission. Thank you for taking the 
time to discuss this with me and for forwarding my email to the commission. I am sure 
you are aware that this would have a major impact on the families and businesses that 
reside along Elm Street. It would not only present a huge inconvenience for the 
owners of these homes and businesses and impact adjoining areas, but also create 
financial hardship via the Joss of revenue for business owners and the possible 
negative impact on home values. 

I did speak with several people that attended this meeting, and the impression they 
were left with is that this is a done deal. Can you verify this, as that was not the 
impression I had after you and I talked last week? If this was really coming down to a 
vote, of course I would have been there with a hundred other people from the area to 
oppose any such change, but felt at the time a letter would suffice. I'm probably 
reading between the lines, so correct me if I'm wrong on all of this. I guess the thing 
that presents some note of urgency in all of this, is the fact of how this was handled on 
Cornwall Avenue. Almost no one knew this was happening who lived on the street 
until the contractor showed up to install the bike Jane. We are still feeling the impact of 
an underutilized bike Jane and the overflow of parked cars on our street from homes 
that are often two blocks away. For this reason, I am painfully aware of how the city 



often conducts business as usual so I am trying to be double diligent on this one. So 
please, let me know what the status of all of this is. 

Just so you know .. .I did overhear several people mention that this portion of Elm Street 
has always been considered part of the Columbia area and those individuals often only 
attended the Columbia meetings. As your meetings have focused primarily on the 
Fountain district and been held in the Fountain district, many of them people assumed 
it had nothing to do with this portion of Elm Street, which I guess makes sense. 

Thanks again Katie! 

Steven M. Choat 
Mortgage Banker 

Pinnacle Capital Mortgage 
Home Lending Group 
Mortgage Banking 
Telephone 360.303.7445 
schoat@nwlending.biz 
ML0-106338 

This message may contain confidential and/or proprietary information, and is intended for 
the person/entity to whom it was originally addressed. Any use by others is strictly prohibited. 


